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In 1998, a collection of former General Motors engineers had a vision for smarter car travel. They imagined a versatile car capable
of meeting the demands of a variety of different workloads, while providing the distinctive comfort, safety and sustainability that can
only be achieved with a low-speed electric vehicle. Their pioneering spirit led to the creation of one of the first low-speed electric
vehicles in the U.S. and helped to spur the growth of an entirely new category of cars along the way. In the 20 years that have come
since, Global Electric Motorcars (GEM) has grown into one of the leading LSV manufacturers, reaching 50,000 global sales in 2015.
But GEM’s journey is only beginning. In the next 20 years, GEM remains committed to finding new ways to continue
to deliver on its promise to make a vehicle that both improves your bottom line and our planet.

1998
1998
Global Electric Motorcars is founded, and
GEMs become the first

Neighborhood
Electric Vehicle (NEV)

NHTSA

manufactured in the U.S.

The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration creates a new vehicle class,

the Low Speed Vehicle (LSV)
inspired by GEM’s revolutionary concept.

Gaining steam:

2006

2008

150 GEM dealers

and counting...

2002

GEM celebrates its

10-year anniversary.

Bon voyage! GEMs begin shipping to Europe.
Meanwhile, stateside, GEM completes its first

US government contract.

2011

Using best-in-class Polaris engineering,
GEM launches a full redesign, now
featuring lithium-ion batteries, enhanced
doors and made-to-order options.

Made in the USA:

Polaris acquires GEM,
and moves production to Iowa.

2015

2015

GEM reaches global sales of more

than 50,000 units since the
company’s founding.

GEM partners, such as
Optimus Ride Inc., bring

Polaris is awarded a Sourcewell
contract to bring streamlined
purchasing solutions to

2017

government, education
and non-profit entities.

driverless vehicles

to the streets.

2017

GEM cost of operation drops

2017

Approximately 200,000

electric vehicles

to just $.03 per mile, saving

owners more than $15,000
over three years.

are sold in the U.S. in 2017,
up from just 18,000 in 2011.1

2018

2018 and beyond – Continuous innovation: GEM adds an integrated back-up

1 http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/columnists/wisniewski/ct-biz-electric-cars-getting-around-20180529-story.html
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an improved charge

camera,

cord and upgraded LED headlights to its list of features.
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